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About This Game

Young gamers travel to the worlds of Cinderella, Rapunzel, Ariel, Belle, and Tiana on a quest to transform evil imps back into
friendly sprites in Disney Princess: My Fairytale Adventure. Players use their wand to cast spells on the imps and send them

back to the Magical Kingdom. Each world is full of quests, mini-games, and other familiar Disney characters, and gamers earn
gems to trade for new outfits, accessories, tiaras, floor patterns, wallpaper, and furniture to customize their character and

decorate their room in the castle.
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Graphics are great!

Story and ending horrible. Still trying to figure out what the hell I just accomplished after 3 hours. Also, not scary at all. Not
even slightly.. Ugly. Clunky. Unintuitive. Unfun. Full of bugs.

I spent the first 20 minutes doing the tutorial, being immediately attacked by people in the town I spawned in to, and then
getting stuck in a rock. I tried to restart to see if it would get me out of the rock, but then the game didn't seem to think my
character existed. I restarted again, and my character magically existed again - but now the game was in 4x3 despite specifying
1920x1080.

Which would maybe be worth it if the actual game were any fun. It's not.

. Its a okay game for $2, not really scary at all except for the footsteps and distinctive noises in the background. Love watching
my roomate play this game. Gyromancer is a new take on the traditional puzzle game. There is a collector's aspect to it, where
you can find new creature to use in "battle", as well as a leveling system. The basic gameplay is that you can rotate a quadrant of
symbols to the right, if they create a group of three like symbols, those disappear and add to your attack points. Once you get
enough attack points for a given move, it will automatically trigger and either damage your opponent or initialize a different
effect, such as poison or lower armor.

This is a game where time doesn't matter as much as accuracy. If you make a rotation that doesn't chain symbols your
opponent's attack points significantly increase. The story is not super in depth, but I don't think it is the force that drives the
gameplay, so I am fine with it. The variety in creatures/moves makes the game semi-replayable, though you could just switch
them out often to get a feel for each one (as I did.)

Outside of the puzzle portion of the game is a game-board setup where you move your character around the board attempting to
find the goal. On the board are bosses, new creature tokens and challenges. Challenges are set boards that have a goal, and once
you reach that goal you get to move on.

Overall I really enjoyed Gyromancer, especially for those situations where you are only playing 10-20 minutes and can't get too
involved into a game. If you are a fan of puzzle games I would definitely add this to your library, you won't be disappointed.
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Combating bacteria. No support from Steam; cannot get it to run. I bought this game to complete the series.
Sadly it is rather disappointing compared to the first two games. If you feel the need to finish a game series I'd still recommend
it, otherwise try to stay away.. If you are a big Fan of the Japanese Arcade Shmup (Shoot em up) Genre, then This is a must
have game! Especially if you are a big BIG fan games like Rayforce which is very reminisent of this game. Every bit of the
game reminds me of Rayforce and Raystom from the lock-on system to the graphics itself! The graphics itself isn't great by
today standards but wounderfully replicated the effects and graphics rayforce had back then. I would only recomend this game
to fellow shmup fans and players out there especially the softcore ones who played games simmilar to Rayforce and other not so
maniac bullet hell shooters. oh, and if you played Thunder Force V and digging it's music like me, this game will be a treat! The
game uses the same PCM instruments used in Thunder Force V! I believe it's the same instruments and I love that they did that.
This game brings back old 90's Shmup nostalgia to me. I wish I still have a copy of Thunder Force V and a fully functioning
raystom PCB cabinet. Hopefully steam would be brining these great shmup titles like those I said earlier.. This is a must-have
for your VR gaming library! Great game concept and a lot of fun to play. The developers are awesome and very responsive in
the forums (usually reply to you within minutes)). Almost daily patches and updates. Great job guys! This one is a winner!. Cool
little indie game, the game actually requires skills and it's hard to become good at it, worth it for the couple of bucks that it was
during the summer sale.. Make a daughter, Kill your daughter, Revive your daughter, That isn't your daughter , You are your
own daughter

Im so confused
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